Translation for business

Expanding to new horizons?
Make sure that your international customers and business
partners don’t miss out on your message.
Future-proofing your growth is easy as
long as you’ve got the right localisation
partner to support you and easily
integrate into your infrastructure.
Grow, expand and localise at once, in a
truly global manner.
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Localisation Solutions

Document Layout

Implementing a better customer
experience and providing seamless,
culturally relevant content, adapted to suit
any language pair.

Word lengths and misplaced graphics
are no longer a problem. All publishing
resources are leveraged, so that content
looks right in any language.

Translation
Transcription

Subtitling
Transcreation

Formatting

Recreation

Pagination

Same format delivery

Customer Platform

CMS Integration

Automated submission of translation
requests, current projects and invoices
on one single, easily accessible customer
platform.

Translating a website is a breeze, thanks
to integrated solutions that offer a
continuous flow of content and ensure a
smooth localisation process.

Project track and trace

Sitecore

Automated translation workflow

AEM Drupal

Budget approval

Zendesk

Multi-user license

Kentico

TYPO 3 WP

Marketo

Salesforce

Hubspot
Help Scout

Wordminds is on a mission to support your company in its endeavours to
communicate with the world and align its message across all languages.

Translation for business
Forces and elements come together for a smooth rollout
of customer and business multilingual communication.
CAT and QA tools

A team of experts

Professional tools are the backbone of
any solid translation process, helping
to process and organise any amount of
content at a faster pace.

A team of in-country translators,
proofreaders, experienced PMs and
localisation advisors to tackle even the
most challenging assignments.

Trados

Memsource

Industry specialisation

Xbench

Native speakers

Cost efficiency

Post-delivery support

Adjustable cost-saving solutions that
help scale translation projects but never
compromise the quality of the language.

We are committed to offering continuous
post-delivery assistance, for up to 1 year
after translation project completion.

Repetitions

Committed

Fuzzy matches

Growth oriented

Content and documentation we translate
Presentations & brochures

Email marketing & newsletters

Legal contracts

Branding materials

e-Books

Terms and conditions

Advertising for digital & print

Websites & landing pages

Financial documentation

Multimedia

e-Commerce

Business reports

Corporate communication(s)

Catalogues

User-generated content

e-Learning

Sales guides and support

Internal communication(s)

Our collaboration with global brands

Creative minds with a passion for languages
UK: +44 207 193 5480
US: +1 315 642 4190

www.wordminds.com
translate@wordminds.com

5 Indescon Square,
London, E14 9DQ

